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Extend your team and speed with 
LabConnect’s Functional Service  
Provider (FSP) Solutions
Today’s study demands are complex and ever-changing. You 
sometimes need to quickly support and extend your clinical trial  
teams with additional scientific and technical expertise.

Accelerating clinical trials around the world with our FSP Solutions. 
Support and extend your clinical teams with our scientific and technical 
expertise. We can quickly coordinate all of your laboratory-related 
needs, advise on strategies for lab data collection, and provide end-to-
end analytical and logistical solutions.
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Scientific Project Management 
Support that speeds things up. With diverse experience in large  
and small molecule analytical platforms, LabConnect provides project 
lifecycle support for bioanalytical and biomarker testing that includes: 

Biospecimen Management 
Your quick and connected hub. Our experienced biospecimen 
managers oversee preclinical and clinical studies focusing on 
sample logistics and sample/data discrepancy resolution. Our  
strong communication is our backbone. Your LabConnect  
biospecimen manager(s) will act as a hub, facilitating interactions  
with all internal and external stakeholders and enabling you with  
reports/dashboards, sample flow gap analysis, and more.

Lab Vendor Management 
Oversight under tight timelines. Outsourcing of testing and  
services is common in the clinical trial industry and that’s why 
implementing expert vendor management is critical. Our extensive 
experience in providing technical vendor management services  
focuses on both analytical and operational processes.

 
About Us: LabConnect delivers Central Laboratory Services and Functional Service 
Provider Solutions tailored to meet your critical clinical trial milestones. For 20+ years,  
we have helped organizations like yours handle the increasingly complex requirements  
of the drug development process without missing a beat.

Ready to accelerate your next trial?  

Visit labconnect.com/contact-us

Contact Us

⦿  Vendor selection and contracting

⦿  CSR and regulatory reporting

⦿  Assay development, qualification, and validation

⦿   Data monitoring

⦿   Study close

Scientific SME support 
that simplifies. Our 
experts have experience 
with complex protocols 
and testing profiles.

Scientific Lab 
Consulting
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